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History of Hats

◦ 1930 was the transitional for millinery as 
well as apparel.

◦ Fashion magazines were proclaiming 
the “new look”.  

◦ Quote from The Millinery Trade Review, 
“It is a mistake to believe that every 
woman wants, or even will wear the 
new, extreme hats.  The average 
woman is cautious and does not 
readily jump at the newest.  In fact, it 
usually takes three seasons for any 
innovation to establish itself generally.”
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History of Hats (cont.)
◦ Shape of 1930 hats could be best described as “off the face”.  There was a resurgence 
of the ever popular beret.  Brimmed hats were very popular with brims ranging from 
small for dress wear to extremely large umbrella brims for beach wear.  Many hats were 
trimmed with insets, handwork or embroidery.  

◦ 1931 Many ladies were growing their hair longer.  Shallow cap-like crowns appeared in 
the spring, sometimes draped or with one side longer, showing graceful waves of hair 
showing. Hats usually matched the accessories worn, rather than dress or coat.

◦ In January 1931 MTR noted: “The women of the United States like their hats close fitting 
and brimless.  That is most of them do.  Many more prefer this hat to the hat with the 
brim that flares away from the face, which is the second choice”

◦ One of the biggest fads in 1931 was the Empress Eugenie hat.  “Once more the stately 
ostrich plume returns in a blaze of glory.  No more does the hat set far back, but instead 
rests at a saucy angle on the head and tilts far forward over the eye.  Brims have 
become smaller, and curl close to the shallow helmet crown that frequently covers but 
half the head… to show a neatly arranged coiffure at the side”.  The fad was short-
lived and by October 1931 the Empress Eugenie hat was no longer seen.  
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Fabrics & Popular Colors
◦ Fabrics

◦ Straw and “hair” (horsehair braid) were usually warm weather fabrics.

◦ Velvet and Fur were seen in the fall and winter.

◦ Felt was worn year round, for many different occasions.  

◦ Satin was used for more elegant hats and used as trim on simpler models.

◦ Colors

◦ Millinery colors were as varied as much as the styles.  

◦ Brown and black were always popular, followed by navy, green, sand or beige.  

◦ During spring and summer, more popular colors were white, pale shades of rose, spring green, 
light blue, grey, peach and pink.

◦ Unusual colors like chartreuse or purple were used to compliment special outfits.

◦ The color of the hat either matched the main dress or the coat color.
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Comparison of Millinery Styles

If you compare similar hats over the years, you will notice how they changed.  In 1928 the hat 
covered the eyebrows, showing the eyebrows in 1929, exposing the forehead in 1930 and 
showing the forehead and hairline in 1931.  MTR, January 1928, December 1929 and January 
1930 and May 1931.  MAFCA June 1992
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Large Brimmed Hats

These large brimmed hats illustrate the changes in crown depth, very deep and covering 
eyebrows in 1928, and becoming shallower in the later years, showing more of the forehead. 
MTR, May 1928, January 1929, December 1930 and June 1931.  MAFCA June 1992
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1928 Hats
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1929 Hats
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1930 Hats
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1931 Hats
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Original Hat Ad
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Movie Stars

Greta GarboBenita Hume 13



Movie Stars

Ginger RogersJean Harlow 14



◦Where you can find information on vintage hats?
◦ Amazon

◦ Amazon.com

◦ Etsy

◦ Etsy.com

◦ Vintage Dancer

◦ https://vintagedancer.com/1930s/1930s-style-hats/

◦ JJ’s House

◦ www.jjhouse.com

◦ How2Hats

◦ How2hats.com

◦ Sarah’s Hat Boxes

◦ http://www.sarahshatboxes.com/#sthash.wlbOl36O.dpbs

◦ YouTube – restoration of hats

◦ Youtube.com

◦ Kohls

◦ The Restorer Magazine 

◦ Model “A” News Magazine

Our goal is to share our love 

of the Model A’s and the 

history of a simpler time.

Deb Persing 763-442-1943

debpersing@gmail.com
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Hats on Amazon

$24.99
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Hat on Etsy

$68
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Hat on Etsy (cont.)
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Hat on Etsy (cont.)

$46
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JJ House

$32.99 $12.99 $7.99
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Kohls
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Patterns

$20 Etsy http://mrsdepew.com/hat-patterns 22



TCMAFC Member
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Hat Pins

◦ Hat pins were used to dress up last years hats or to give a moderate hat some flexibility. 
That is a casual hat could be “dressed up” with a rhinestone pin or “dressed down” 
with a celluloid or a simple pearl pin, and thus worn for many different occasions.  
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Restoring Vintage Hats

◦ Veiling – Vintage veiling does not hold up well at all, but this problem is easily 
remedied. Veiling can not be fixed. You can just take off the old veiling and replace it 
with new. An excellent source for veiling is www.judithm.com. She sells wonderful 
veiling in all colors. To repair most vintage hats, you will need less than a yard.

◦ Spots on a hat – We have all seen dark spots on natural color straw hats. Dip a tooth 
brush in a solution of 50% baby shampoo and 50% water. Try scrubbing the spot gently 
to see if the spots come off. If the spots don’t come off, I would suggest getting a floral 
spray and spraying the straw a new color. Of course, first take off all trims in order to do 
this.

◦ Cleaning a vintage hat – If your hat has a lot of dust, try putting a blow dryer on cool 
and just blowing the dust off of the hat. With velvet or fabric, you can always take a 
roller brush (similar to a pet hair brush) to get the dust off.
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